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General Comment 

Naked shorting is bad, There are many bad actors on wallstreet doing bustouts, naked 
shorting, saying a company has bad aspects when they don't etc. These companies 
conspire with amazon, Bain capital and others to remove Toy's r us, KB toys, 
Blockbuster and more. I suggest starting with, A house of cards 1,2,3, A castle of 
glass, Where are the shares, Citadel has no clothes, The everything short, Blackrock 
bagholders, Citadel has hostages, The Chaos Theroy, Walking/talking like a duck, 
The smoking gun, FInkle is einhorn and more at GME.FYI 
 
All the DD needs to be read OUTLOUD to members of the committee and those bad 
actors need to be punished not it's just business and pay a min fine that does not 
outweigh the revenue coming in. It's effecting many families and lives. Here is the 
attached evidence of how they the bad actors are manipulating the markets. The 
market crash of 2008 never finished. It was can-kicked and the same people who 
caused the crash have still been running ramp and doing the same  in the 
derivatives market as that market continues to be unregulated. They're profiting of 
short-term gains at the risk of killing their institutions and potentially the global 



economy. Only this time it is much, much worse. The bankers abused smaller 
amounts of leverage for the 2008 bubble and have since abused much higher amounts 
of leverage - creating an even larger speculative bubble. Not just in the stock market 
and derivatives market, but also in the crypto market, upwards of 100x leverage. 
COVID came in and rocked the economy to the point where the Fed is now pinned 
between a rock and a hard place. In order to buy more time, the government triggered 
a flurry of protective measures, such as mortgage forbearance, expiring end of Q2 on 
June 30th, 2021, and SLR exemptions, which expired March 31, 2021. These bad 
actors once you seen what they have done should go to jail DO not pass go DO not 
collect 2 BILLION dollars. Even if only 10% is true.... This is scary stuff at GME.FYI 
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Citadel Has No Clothes 

The Everything Short 

Walkin Like a Duck Talkin Like a Duck 

The Smoking Gun 

The Start of Swaps 

naked short scam 1234-min 

The sun never sets 1234 

The Entire Naked Shorting Game Plan Playbook From 2004 Called Cellar Boxing 

 




